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Preface

This book contains the revised Enochian Keys. Originally known as the “Enochian Calls,” Anton LaVey introduced them to Satanism and included them in his Satanic Bible © 1969.

After making certain modifications, he renamed them the “Enochian Keys.” This is where most Satanists have become familiar with them. Many Satanists use the keys in Satanic ritual and prayer.

Enochian is said to be a very ancient language; the original language used by the Gods. Both Demons and angels understand and use Enochian. Anton LaVey did not bother to alter most of the keys in the Enochian language. Left as is, when recited in Enochian, using his Satanic Bible, they are extremely blasphemous to Satan.

For example:
“Asha,” “Baeovib,” “Gahoachma,” “labes,” “lad,” “ladapel,” “ladanaha,” “laida,” “laidon,” “Idoian,” “Idoigo,” “Ioiad,” “L,” “Mad,” “Mada,” “Oiad,” “Iad,” “Zilodarp,” and “Zirenaiaid” are the names/aliases of Yaweh/Jehova. Though Yaweh/Jehova is a fictitious entity, the name evokes a powerful thoughtform that directly ties into Christianity. YHVH is nothing more than Jewish magick and their version of the four elements and four corners. When one uses YHVH or any of its variations in prayer, ritual or prays to it in churches, etc., one’s energies are directed to be used by the enemies of Satan.

In addition, LaVey did not even bother to alter a few of the keys in English.

The keys contained in this booklet have been thoroughly revised to show homage to Satan, both in English and in Enochian. They are extremely powerful, especially when recited in Enochian.

The original 19 calls were intended to summon certain angelic beings, bringing about the Apocalypse/Armageddon and ensuring the victory of Yaweh/Jehova. The keys contained in this booklet have been reworded to blaspheme Yaweh/Jehova and to praise Satan and ensure HIS victory, both in English and Enochian.

About Enochian

Enochian originated with Dr. John Dee and his scryer, Edward Kelly in a series of communications with angels that took place over the years of 1582-1587 in England.

The name “Enochian” was given to this language as it is alleged to have been spoken by the biblical character “Enoch,” in antediluvian times (before the biblical flood).

Dee, though intensely interested in the spirit world and the occult, had no mediumship abilities. He hired Kelly who was an alchemist, necromancer, medium and gifted psychic to scry for him, using a crystal and an obsidian (black) mirror. The angels dictated the calls, the Enochian tables, the watchtowers, and various other related information to Kelly who repeated the messages to Dee while Dee recorded them in writing. Enochian magick is a system of magick called “theurgy.” Theurgy, also known as “angel magick” is a system of magick used for summoning angelic beings. Many occult societies today,
such as the Golden Dawn, make use of the original Enochian calls to summon angels. Formal Enochian magick is quite different from just the reciting of the keys and is too extensive to go into here. It can be reversed to work Satanic magick.

My own conclusions concerning the system are, like nearly all other occult practices, the number seven and multiples thereof have to do with the awakening of and the directing of the powers of the seven major chakras. The angel “Mapsama” told Dee “These calls touch all the parts of the world. The world may be dealt withal, with her parts; therefore you may do anything.”¹ Note how most of the angels have seven letters in their names. There are 49 gates (7 x 7) to the “cities of wisdom.” The angels only related 48, as the 49th was “too powerful to reveal.” Note that 4 + 9 = 13 (a number of Satan) and 4 + 8 = 12 (a number of the enemy). The angels delivered the keys backwards, one letter at a time, to prevent Dee from unintentionally using them as invocations when repeating them.

¹ Enochian Magic by Donald Tyson, © 2002, Llewellyn Publications
Concerning the Revised Keys

Given the experiences several of us have had with them, the Joy of Satan Ministry strongly advises those who use these keys in ritual or in prayer, to have already performed the dedication ritual, (included at the end of this book) as they may otherwise be dangerous for the new and uninitiated, especially when recited in Enochian.

When revising the keys, I encountered many obstacles and the worst of the problems came with the keys that contained the curses against Jehovah. I experienced inexplicable bad luck, power outages with no explanation that required me to redo work that I had already completed, computer problems, and other unusual occurrences of a negative nature. The entire project was very grueling. This proved to me beyond any doubt, these keys are a serious threat to the enemy when reversed and modified to pay homage to Satan. I was protected because I am a blood dedicated Satanist. Satan visited me a couple of times during the revisions and told me he was very pleased and this was long overdue. He also stated that most of us are unaware of the power of the keys. Since revising the keys, many blood dedicated Satanists have used them with success.

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
The First Key

I reign over you, saith Satan/Lucifer in power exalted above the firmaments and over the earth; in whose hands the sun is as a sword and the moon as a thorough-thrusting fire:
Who measureth your garments in the midst of my vestures and trussed you together as the palms of my hands and brightened your vestments with infernal light.
I made a law to govern my sons and daughters. I delivered truth and furnished to you the power of understanding. Moreover, ye lifted up your voices and swore obedience and faith to Satan/Lucifer who liveth and triumpheth, whose beginning is not nor end cannot be. Who shineth as a flame in the midst of your palace and reigns amongst you as the balance of righteousness and truth.

Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your creation!
Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer In glory and power exalted, of the kingdom of the south.

First Key in Enochian

Ol sonuf vorsag goho Satan lonsh calz od vors caosgo; sobra zol
Ror i ta nazps od graa ta malprg:
Ds hol-q qaa nothoa zim od Commah ta nobloh zien od luciftian oboleh a
donasdogamatastos.
O ohorela taba ol nore od pasbs ol zonrensg vaaoan od toaat nonucafe gmicalzoma.
Pilah Farzm znrsa od surzas adn or Gono de Satan, ds hom od
Toh. Soba croodzi ipam ul vls ipamis. Ds loholo vep nothoa poamal
Od bogpa aai ta piap piamel od vaaoan.

Zacare ca od zamran! Odo cile qaa! Zorge! Zir noco!
Hoath Satan bvfd lonsh londoh babage.
First Key Pronunciation

OHL • ZOH-nuhf • voh-ruh-SAH-jzhuh • GO-ho • SAY-TAN • LOH-nuh-suh
KAH-luhtz • OHD • VOH-ruhss • kah-OHS-suh-goh:
ZOH-buh-rah • ZOHL • ROH-ruh • EE • TAH • NAHTS-puh-suh
OHD • guh-RAH-ah • TAH • MAH-luh-puh-ruh-jzhuh: • DAHSS • HOH-luh-kah
KAH-AH • noh-tuh-HOH-ah • ZEE-muhts • OHD • KOH-muh-mah • TAH
NOH-buh-loh • zee-AYN • OHD • LOO-SEEF-tee-uhn
OH-boh-lay • AH • DOH-nahss-doh-gah-MAH-tahss-tohss

OH • oh-hoh-RAY-lah • TAH-bah • OHL • NOH-ray • OHD • PAH-suh-buhs
OHL • zoh-nuh-RAY-nuh-suhjzh vah-OH-ahn • OHD toh-OH-aht
NOH-noo-KAH-fay
guh-MEE-kah-luh-ZOH-mah • PEE-lah • FAH-ruh-zuhm • zuh-nuh-ruh-JZHAH
OHD ZOO-ruh-jzhahs • AH-duh-nah • OHD • GOH-noh • DAY • SAY-TAN
DAHS • HOHM OHD • TOH • ZOH-bah • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
EE-pahm • OOL • VUH-LUHS • ee-PAH-meess DAHSS • loh-HOH-loh • Vayp
noh-tuh-HOH-ah • poh-AH-mahl • OHD • BOH-guh-pah • ah-AH-ee • TAH •
PEE-ahp pee-AH-mohl • OHD • vah-OH-ahn
zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rahn! • OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah!
• ZOH-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-kohl • hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN
BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay
The Second Key

Can the wings of the winds understand your voices of wonder
O you, sons and daughters of Satan? Of whom hell-fire has framed within
the depths of my jaws; whom I have prepared as a gathering for a wedding,
or as the flowers in their beauty for the chambers of pleasure.
Stronger are your feet than the barren stone, and mightier are your voices
than the manifold winds; for you are become a building
such as is not, save in the mind of Satan/Lucifer, the All-Powerful.

Arise! Move!
Therefore unto his servants; show yourselves in power,
and make me a strong seer of things; for I am of Satan/Lucifer
Who lives forever!

Second Key Enochian

Adgt vpaah zong om faaip sald, nonci nore od pasbs de Satan?
Sobam Donasdogamatastos izazaz piadph; casarma abramg ta aldi
Paracleda q ta lorsiq turbs ooge qvasahi. Givi chis lusd orri, od
micalp chis bia ozongon; lap noan trof cors ta ge,
O q manin de Satan tol-lonsh

Torzu! zacare! ca c noqod; Zamran micalzo od ozazm vrelp lap
Zir de Satan apila gohed!
Second Key Pronunciation

AH-duh-jhuht • vuh-PAH-ah • ZOHNJZH • OHM • fa-AH-eeep
ZAH-luhd, • NOH-nuh-see • NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-buhs
DAY • SAY-TAN? • ZOH-bahm DOH-nahss-doh-gah-MAH-tahss-tohss
ee-ZAH-zahts • pee-AH-duh-puh; • kuh-SAHH-ruh-mah • ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh
TAH • AH-luh-dee • pah-rah-kuh-LAY-duh • KUH TAH • LOH-ruh-suh-luh-kuh
DUR-buhs • oh-OH-jhay • kuh-VAH-sah-hee. • JZHEE-vee
cuh-HEES • LUH-zuhd • OH-ruh-ree, • OHD mee-KAH-luhp • cuh-HEES
BEE-ah • oh-ZOH-nuh-jzhohn; • LAHP • NOH-ahn • tuh-ROH-fuh
KOH-ruhz • TAH • JZHAY, • OH • KUH • MAH-neen
DAY • SAY-TAN • TOHL-LOH-nuh-suh.

TOH-ruht-sool! • zah-KAH-ray! • KAH • KUH • NOH-kohd; • ZAH-muh-rahm
mee-KAH-luh-zoh, • OHD • oh-ZAH-zuhm • vuh-RAY-luhp • LAHP • ZEE-ruh
DAY • SAY-TAN

ADGT vpa ah zong om faaip sald
n onci nore od pasbs de
Satan
Sobam Donasdogamatastos i
zazaz piadph
casarma abramg ta
aldi
Paracleda q ta lorslq turbs ooge q
vasahi. Givi chis
lusd orri
od
micalp chis bia ozongon
lap noan trof cors ta ge
O q manin de Satan tol
lonsh
Torzu zacare ca c noqod
Zamran micalzo od ozazm vrelp
lap
Zir de Satan apila gohed
Third Key

Behold! Saith Satan, I am a circle on whose hands stand twelve kingdoms. Nine are the seats of living breath the rest are as sharp sickles Or the horns of death wherein the Creatures of Earth are and are not except by mine own hands, which also Sleep and shall rise! In the beginning I made you stewards, and placed you in the twelve seats of government, Giving unto every one of you power successively over the nine true ages of time, to the intent that, from the highest vessels and the comers Of your governments, ye might work my power: Pouring down the fires of life and increase continually upon the Earth. Thus ye are become the skirts of justice and truth. In Satan's name, rise up!

Show yourselves! Behold! His mercies flourish! His name is become mighty among us! In whom we say move! Ascend! Apply yourselves unto us! As unto the partakers of his mysteries in your creation!

Third Key Enochian

Micama goho Satan, zir comselh a zien biah os londoh. Em chis othil gigipah vnd-l chis ta pvim q mospleh teloch Qvi-in toltorg caosga chisi od chis ge m ozien, ds t brgdo Od torzu! acroodzi eol balzarg, od aala os thiln netaab, dlvga vomsarg Lonsa capmiali vors em homil cocasb, fafen izizop od miinoag de gmetaab, Vavn lonsh: Panpir malpirgi pild caosg noan vnalah balt od vooan. A Satan's dooain, torzu!

Zamran! Micma! lehvsoz ca-cacom! Dooain noar micaolz aai om! Casarmg gohia: zacar! Torzu! Imvamar pvgo! Pvgo plapl cicles qaan!
Third Key Pronunciation

MEE-kuh-mah! • GOH-ho • SAY-TAN,
ZEE-ruh • koh-muh-SAY-lyuh • AH • zee-AYN • BEE-ah • OHSS
LOH-ruh-doh. • AIM kuh-HEES • oh-tuh-HEEL • JZHEE-JZHEE-pah
vuh-ruh-duh—LUH • kuh-HEES • TAH • puh-VEEM • KUH • MOH-suh-puh-lay
tay-LOH-kuh • kuh-VEE-EEN • toh-ruh-TORH-ruhjzh • kah-OHS-suah-gah
kuh-HEESSEE • OHD • kuh-HEES • GAY • EM • OH-zee-ayn, DAHSS
TAH • buh-ruh-guh-DOH • OHD • TOH-ruh-sool! ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
ay-OHLL • bah-ruh-ZAH-ruhjzh, • OHD • ah-AH-lah • OHSS • tuh-HEE-luhn
NAY-tah-ahb, • duh-ruh-vuh-JZHAH • voh-muh-SAURH-ruhjzh • LOH-suh-sah
kah-puh-mee-AH-lee • VOH-ruhss • AIM • HOH-meel • KOH-kuh-suahb,
FAH-fayn, • ee-ZEE-zohp • OHD • mee-ee-NOH-ajzh • DAY
guh-NAY-tah-ahb, • VAH-vuh • LOH-suh-sool: • pah-puh-PEE-ruh
mah-luh-pee-REE-jzhe • PEE-lahd • kah-OHSSK. • NOH-aahn • vuh-NAH-lah
BAH-ruh-tuh • OHD • voh-OH-aahn. • AH • SAY-TAN’S • doh-OH-ay-een,
TOH-ruh-sool!

ZAH-mah-rah! • MEE-kuh-mah! • ee-AH-huh-vuh-zohz • Kah-KAH-kohm!
doh-OH-ay-een • NO-ahr • mee-kah-OH-luhte • ah-AH-ee • OHM!
kuh-SAH-ruh-muhjzh • goh-HEE-yah: • ZAH-kah! • TOH-ruh-sool!
eem-VEH-mah • gah • voh-VEH-GOH! • puh-VEH-GOH • puh-LAH-puh-lee
KEE-kuh-lays • KAH-AHN!

 Madden EMTAHP BIRRUBM EBWB EM AEAEB EMTAHP
 IN SBUEEB ELBAEL IBAEL YEBEEL EDHEEB EMTAHP
IN

EMEEB EMBAEB IN SBUEEB YEBEEL EMTAHP
Fourth Key

I have set my feet in the south and have looked about me saying:
Are not the thunders of increase Numbered 666,
Which reign in the second angle? I have placed whom none hath
Yet numbered but two: in who the second beginning of things are
And wax strong, which also successively, Adding the numbers of time
and their powers stand As in the beginning nine! Arise! ye sons of pleasure!
And visit the earth! For I am Satan who is and liveth forever!
In Satan’s name, move! Show yourselves as pleasant deliverers,
That you may praise him amongst the sons of men!

Fourth Key Enochian

Othil lusdi babage od dorpha gohol: G-chis ge avavago comp mian,
Comp mian, oali sobam ag Compo crp vi-iv: casarmg viv croodzi
Chis od vgeg, ds t capimali coazior gapimaon od lonshin biah
Ta croodzi em! Torzu! Nore de qvasahi od ef caosga!
Lap zir Satan ds i od apila gohed! I Satan's dooaip,
Zacare! Zamran obelisong nonci rest tox aaf nore molap!

Fourth Key Pronunciation

oh-tuh-HEEL • LUH-zuh-dee • bah-BAH-jzhay • OHD
DOH-ruh-puh-hah • goh-HOH-luh: • guh-kuh-HEESS • GAY
ah-vah-VAH-goh • KOH-ruh-muhp • MEE-ahn,
DAHSS • ZOH-nuhf • VEE-vuh-deev? • oh-AH-lee
ZOH-bahm • AHGH • KOH-ruh-muh-poh • kuh-RUHP
VEE-EEV: • kuh-SAH-ruh-muhjzh • VEEV • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
kuh-HEES OHD • vuh-GAYJZH • DAHSS • TAH • kah-pee-MAH-lee,
koh-AH-zee-ohr • gah-pee-MAH-ohn • OHD • oh-nuh-suh-HEEN
BEE-ah TAH • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • AIM! • TOH-ruht-soo! • NOH-ray
DAY • kuh-VAH-sah-hee!

OHD • AYF • kah-OHS-suh-gah! • LAHP • ZEE-ruh • SAY-TAN
DAHSS • EE • OHD • ah-PEE-lah • GOH-hud!
EE • SAY-TAN'S • doh-OH-ay-eep, • zah-KAH-ray! • ZAH-muh-rahn
oh-bay-lee-ZOH-ruh-jzhuh, • NOH-nuh-see • RAY-suht
TOHKS • ah-AHF • NOH-ray • MOH-lahp!
Fifth Key

The mighty sounds have entered into the fourth angle and are become
As deliverers of Lord Satan's Providence, Bringing forth strength and understanding
dwelling In the firmaments as continual comforters; Unto whom I fastened pillars
Of gladness 666, and gave them Vessels to water the earth
With all her creatures; and they are the sons and
Daughters of Satan. Of the first and the second and the beginning
Of their own seats which are garnished with continual burning lamps whose numbers
Are as the beginning, the ends, and the contents of time.
Therefore! Come ye and appear to your creation!
Visit us in peace and comfort Conclude us receivers of your mysteries, for why?
We worship Satan/Lucifer in all his glory, Everlasting!

Fifth Key Enochian

Sapah zimii sdiv od noas obelisong de Satan's yarr, iolcam vgear od
Gmicalzoma praf calz tablior; casarm amipzi naz arth mian,
Od dlvgar zizop ziida caosgioltorgi od z chis nor od
Pasbs de Satan. Talo od taviv od croodzi de thild ds chis
Gnonp peoal cormfa chis croodzi vls od q cocasb ca! Niis od zacar
Qaas! Fetharsi od bliora ozazma ednas Cicles bagle? Ge boalvah Satan bvsd,
Gohed!
Fifth Key Pronunciation

ZAH-pah • zee-MEE-EE • zuh-DEEV • OHD • NOH-AHSS
oh-OH-luh-kahm • vuh-GAY-aehr • OHD • guh-MEE-kah-luh-ZOH-mah
puh-RAHFF • KAH-luhts • TAH-buh-lee-ohhr; • kuh-SAH-ruhlm • ah-MEE-puh-zee
NAHTS • ah-RUH-tuh • MEE-ahn; • OHD • duh-luh-vuh-JZHAHR
ZEET-sohp • zuh-LEE-dah • kah-OHS-su-juhsee • toh-luh-TOH-ruh-jzhee;
OHD • ZEE • kuh-HEES • NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-bus • DAY
SAY-TAN. TAH-loh • OHD • tah-VEEV • OHD • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee
DAY • tu-HEE-luhd DAHSS • kuh-HEES • guh-NOH-nuhp • pay-OH-ahl
KOH-ruh-muh-fah • kuh-HEES • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • VUH-LUHS • OHD • KUH
KOH-kah-suhb. • KAHI • nee-EESS • OHD ZAH-kahr • KAH-AHSS!
fay-luh-HAH-ruh-see • OHD • buh-lee-OH-rahr • oh-ZAH-tsuuh-mah • AY-duh-nahss
KEE-kuh-lays • BAH-guh-lay? • JZHAY • boh-AH-luh-vah • SAY-TAN
BUH-vuh-zuhd, • GOH-hud!

Sapah zimii sdiv od noas obelisong d e Satan
s yarry iolcam vgear od Gmicalzoma praf calz tablior
casarm amipzi naz arth mian
Od dlvgar zizop zlida caosgi toltorgi od z chis nor od Pasbs de Satan. Talo od taviv od croodzi de thild ds chis Gnonp peo al cormfa chis croodzi vls o d q cocasb ca Niis od zacar Qaas Fetharsi od bliora ozazma ednas Cicles bagle Goalvah Satan bvsd Gohed

Vlahay vace vace vace
Sixth Key

The spirits of the fourth angle are nine, mighty in the firmament Of waters; whom the second hath planted as a torment to Jehova, And a garland to the sons and daughters of Satan, Giving them fiery darts to winnow the earth and nine continual workmen Whose courses visit with comfort, The earth, and are in government And continuance. Hearken to my voice!
I have talked of you and I move you in power and presence You, whose works shall be a song of honor and the praise of Satan in your creation!

Sixth Key Enochian

Gah de sdv chis em, micalzo pilzin de sobam; Casarm taviv harg ta mir iad, od obloc nore od pasbs de Satan, dlvgar malprg ar caosga od em canal sobol zar fbliard caosga, od chis netaab od miam. Solpeth bien! Brita od zacam gmicalzo sobha vavn trian lviahe od ecrin de Satan qaaon!

Sixth Key Pronunciation

GAH • DAY • suh-DEEV • kuh-HEES • AYM, mee-KAH-luh-zoh • pee-luht-SEEN • DAY • ZOH-bahm; kuh-SAH-ruhm • tah-VEEV HAH-ruhz • TAH • MEE-ruh ee-YAHD, • OHD • OH-buh-lohk • NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-bus DAY • SAY-TAN, • duh-luh-vuh-JZHAHR • MAH-luh-pah-rah-jzhah AH-ruh • kah-OHS-suh-gah • OHD • AYM • kah-NAHL ZOH-bohl • ZAH-ruh • fuh-buh-LEE-ah-ruhd • kah-OHS-suh-gah, OHD • kuh-HEES • NAY-tah-ahb • OHD • MEE-ahm. zol-luh-PAY-tuh-huh • BEE-ayn! • buh-REE-tah • OHD • ZAH-kahm guh-mee-KAH-luh-zoh • ZOH-buh-hah • VAH-vuhn • tah-REE-ahn luh-VEE-ah-hay • OHD • AY-kuh-reen • DAY • SAY-TAN • kah-AH-ohn!
Seventh Key

The east is a house of harlots Singing praises amongst the flames of first glory, wherein Lord Satan Hath opened his mouth, and they are become 9 living dwellings in whom The strength of man rejoiceth; and they are appareled with ornaments Of brightness, such as work wonders on all creatures; whose kingdoms and Continuance are as the seven ziarahs, The mighty Towers of Satan, continual places of comfort; of joy everlasting.
O ye servants of pleasure Move! Appear! Sing praises unto Satan/Lucifer!
Be mighty amongst us; for to his remembrance is given power, and our strength waxeth strong in the comfort of Satan/Lucifer!

Seventh Key Enochian

Raas salman babalond oecrimi aao malprg croodzi bvsd, qviin Satan odo bvton od z chis noas em paradial casarmg vgear olora chirlan; od z chis zonac luciftian, cors ta vavl zirn tolhami; soba londoh od miam chis ta q ziarahs, micalz vmadea de Satan, pibliar; moz gohed.
C no qvol de qvasahi, Zacare! Zamran! Oecrimi de Satan!
Omicaolz aai om; bagle papnor i dlvgam
Lonshi, od vmlplf vgegi bior de Satan!
Seventh Key Pronunciation

RAH-ahs • EE • ZAH-luh-mahn • BAH-bah-LOH-nuhd • oh-ay-kuh-REE-mee
ah-AH-oh • MAH-luh-puh-ruh-jzhuh • kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • BUH-vuh-zuhd
kuh-VEE-een • SAY-TAN • OH-doh • buh-vuh-tuh-MOHN • OHD • ZEE
kuh-HEES • NOH-AHS • AYM • pah-RAH-dee-ah! • kuh-SAH-ruh-muhjzh
vuh-GAY-ahr • oh-LOH-rah • kuh-HEE-ruh-lahn; • OHD • ZEE
kuh-HEES • ZOH-nahk • Loo-SEEF-tee-uhn, • KOH-ruhz
TAH • VAH-vuhl • ZEE-ruhn • toh-luh-MAH-mee; • ZOH-bah
LOH-nuh-doh • OHD • MEE-ahm • kuh-HEES • TAH • KUH
ZEE-ah-rahs • mee-KAH-ruhts • vuh-MAH-dee-ah • DAY • SAY-TAN,
pee-BLEE-ahr; • MAHTS • GOH-hud.

KAH NOH • kuh-VOHL • DAY • kuh-VAH-sah-hee,
zah-KAH-ray! • ZAH-muh-rahn! • oh-ay-kuh-REE-mee • DAY • SAY-TAN!
oh-mee-KAH-oh-luhts • ah-AH-ee • OHM; • BAH-guh-lay • PAH-puh-nohr • EE
duh-luh-vuh-JZHAHM • LOH-nuh-suh-hee, • OHD • vuh-muh-puh-LEE
vuh-GAY-jzhee buh-lee-OH-ruh • DAY • SAY-TAN!
Eighth Key

The mid-day, the fifth, is as in the Duat, made of pillars of hyacinth, in whom the Elders are become strong which I have prepared for my own justice Satth Satan; who liveth and reigneth forever. Rejoice! In the glory of the dragon that is triumphant and everlasting! How many are there which Remain in the glory of the earth which are and shall not see death Until Jehovah doth fall and his followers doth sink? Come away! For the thunders have roared! Come away! For the temples and robe of Satan shall be crowned and are no longer divided. Come forth! Appear! unto the terror of the Earth, and to our comfort and of such as are prepared!

Eighth Key Enochian

Bazm, o, i ta a at, oln naz avabh, casarmg vran chis vgeg ds abramg baltim goho Satan; soba apila od bogpa gohed. Chirlan! A bvsd de vovim ar i homtoh od gohed! Irgil chis ds paaox i bvsd de caosgo ds chis od ip vran teloah cacrg iad gnai loncho od fafen gnai carbaf? Niiso! Bagle avavago yor! Niiso! Bagle siaion od mabsa de Satan trian momar od chis ripir poilp. Niis! Zamran! Ciaofi caosgo, od bliors od corsi ta chis abramig!
Eighth Key Pronunciation

BAH-zuhm, • OH, • EE • TAH • AH • DOO-waht, • OH-uhn • NAHZTS
ah-VAH-buh, • kuh-SAAd-muhjzh • vuh-RAHN • kuh-HEES • vuh-GAYJZH
DAHSS • ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh • BAH-loo-teem • GO-ho • SAY-TAN;
ZOH-bah • ah-PEE-lah • OHD • BOH-guh-pah • GOH-hud.
kuh-HEE-roo-lahn! • AH • BUH-uhn-zuhd • DAY • VOH-veem • AH-ruh • EE
HOH-muh-toh • OHD • GOH-hud!
EE-ruh-jzheel • kuh-HEES • DAHSS • pah-AH-ohx • EE • BUH-uhn-zuhd • DAY
kah-OHS-suh-goh • DAHSS • kuh-HEES • OHD • EEP • vuh-RAHN • tay-LOH-ah
KAH-uhn-roo-lahnz • ee-YAHD • guh-NAH-ee • LOH-uhn-uhn-kuh-hoh • OHD • FAH-fayn
guh-NAH-ee • KAH-roo-bahf? • nee-EESS-oh • BAH-guh-lay • ah-vah-VAH-goh
ee-YOH-uhn! • nee-EESS-oh • BAH-guh-lay • zee-AH-uhn-uhn • OHD • MAH-uhn-sah
DAY • SAY-TAN • tae-REE-uhn • MOH-mahr • OHD • kuh-HEES • REE-pee-uhn poh-EE-
luhp, • nee-EESS! • ZAH-uhn-roh!
KEE-uhn-uhn-feh • kah-OHS-suh-goh, • OHD • Buh-lee-uhn-rus • OHD • KAH-uhn-see
TAH • kuh-HEES • ah-buh-RAH-meejzh!
Ninth Key

A mighty guard of fire with two-edged swords flaming, which have vials of wrath and whose wings of wrath and whose wings are of wormwood and of the marrow of salt, have settled their feet in the south and are Measured with their ministers six hundred and sixty six. These gather up the moss of the earth as the rich man doth his treasure. Cursed are Jehova; he who sits on the holy throne and are his servants! Whose iniquities are in their eyes, millstones greater than the earth, and from their mouths rain seas of blood; their heads are covered with diamonds and upon their hands are marble sleeves. Happy is he on whom they frown not; for why? Satan/Lucifer rejoiceth in them. Come away! Leave your vials! For the time is such as requireth comfort!

Ninth Key Enochian

Micaolz bransg prgel napt malpirgi, ds brin efaafe vonpho od sobca vpaah chis tatan od tranan balye, alar lusda babage od chis holq c noqvod mi. Vnal aldon mom caosso ta las ollor Gnal limial. Amma chis Jehova; iidoigo od chic noqodi! Sobca madrid chis ooano, aviny driel caosgin, od bytmomi parv zvmvi cnila; daziz chis ethamz a childao od mirc ozol chis pidiai collal. Vcinin a sobam vcim ip; Bagle? Satan chirlan par. Niiso! Bams ofafafe! Bagle a cocsbo i cors ca vnig bior!
Ninth Key Pronunciation

mee-kah-OH-luhts • buh-RAH-nuh-suh-jzhay • pah-ruh-JZHAYL
NAH-puh-tah • mah-lah-pee-REE-jzhee, • DAHSS • buh-REEN
AY-fah-FAH-fay • VOH-nuh-puh-hoh • OHD • ZOH-buh-kah • vuh-PAH-ah
kuh-HEES • tah-TAHN • OHD • tuh-RAH-nahn • BAH-luh-eeay,
AH-lahr • luh-SUHD-ah • bah-BAH-jzhay • OHD • kuh-HEES • HOH-luh-kah
KUH • noh-kuh-VOH-dee • MEE-ahn. • vuh-NAHL • ah-luh-DOHN • MOHM
kah-OHS-suh-goh • TAH • LAHSS • oh-luh-LOH-ruh • guh-NAH-ee
LEEM-uh-LAH-luh. • AH-muh-mah • kuh-HEES • jah-HOH-vuh;
ee-YAH-doh-EE-goh • OHD • kuh-HEES • noh-KOH-dee! • ZOH-buh-kah
mah-duh-REED • kuh-HEES • oh-oh-AH-noh-ahn, • ah-VEE-nee-juh
duh-REE-luh-pee • OHD • buh-vuh-tuh-MOHN-ee • PAH-ruhm
kah-OHS-suh-jzheen, • zuh-vuh-muh-VEE • kah-NEE-lah; • DAH-zeets
kuh-HEES • ay-tah-HAH-muhts • AH • kuh-HEES-luh-DAH-oh • OHD
MEE-ruhk • OH-zohl • kuh-HEES • pee-dee-AH-ee • koh-luh-LAHL.
vuh-luh-KEE-nee • AH • ZOH-bahm • vuh-KEE-EP; • BAH-guh-lay?
SAY-TAN • kuh-HEE-ruh-lahn • PAH-ruh. • nee-ESS-oh • BAH-muhs
oh-FAH-fah-fay! • BAH-guh-lay • AH • KOH-kuh-suhb • EE • KOH-ruhz
KAH • vuh-NEE-jzhay • buh-lee-OH-ruh!
Tenth Key

The thunders of judgment and wrath are numbered and are harbored in the South. In the likeness of an oak whose branches are nests of lamentation and weeping laid up for Jehova and his servants, which burn night and day, and vomit out the heads of scorpions, And live sulphur mingled with poison. These are the thunders that roar with a hundred mighty earthquakes and a thousand times as many surges, which rest not, nor know any echoing time. Here one rock bringeth forth a thousand even as the heart of man does his thoughts. Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe! Yea Woe! Be to he who sits on the holy throne in heaven! His iniquity is, was and shall be great. Come away! But not your mighty sounds!

Tenth Key Enochian

Tenth Key Pronunciation

koh-RAHK-soh  •  kuh-HEES  •  KOH-ruh-muhp  •  OHD  •  kuh-HEES  •  buh-LAH-nuhs  •  DAY
bah-BAH-jzhay.  •  ah-zee-AH-zee-ohr  •  pah-AYB  •  ZOH-bah  •  LEE-loh-nohn
kuh-HEES  •  VEE-ruhk  •  EE-oh-puh-hahn  •  OHD  •  rah-kuh-LEE-ruh  •  mah-AH-see
BAH-guh-lay  •  ee-YAHD  •  OHD  •  noh-KOH-dee,  •  DAHSS  •  ee-AH-luh-poahn
DOH-see-jzhuh  •  OHD  •  BAH-suh-jzheem,  •  OHD  •  ohks-AYKS  •  DAH-zeets
zee-AH-tuh-reess,  •  OHD  •  Zah-luh-buh-ROHKS  •  SEE-nuik-see-ruh  •  FAH-boh-ahn.
vuh-NAHL  •  kuh-HEES  •  KOH-nuh-suht  •  DAHSS  •  ee-YOH-ruh  •  AY-oh-ruhz
voh-HEEM  •  JZHEE-zee-ahks  •  OHD  •  MAH-tuhb  •  koh-KAH-sah-jzhay  •  puh-LOH-see
MOH-luh-vee,  •  DAHSS  •  pah-JZHAY  •  EEP,  •  lah-RAHJZH  •  OHM
duh-ROH-luhn  •  MAH-loh-ruhb  •  KOH-kuh-suub.  •  AY-muh-nah  •  Luh
pah-tuh-RAH-luhks  •  ee-OHL-kee  •  MAH-tuhb  •  NOH-meezh  •  moh-NOH-nuhs
oh-LOH-rah  •  guh-NAH-eey  •  ah-nuh-GAY-lah-ruhd.  •  oh-HEE-oh!
oh-HEE-oh!  •  oh-HEE-oh!  •  oh-HEE-oh!  •  oh-HEE-oh!  •  NOH-eeb
oh-HEE-oh!  •  BOH-luhp  •  ee-YAH-doh-EE-goh  •  mah-duh-REE-ahks!  •  BAH-guh-lay
ee-YAHD  •  mah-duh-REED  •  EE,  •  ZEE-rohp  •  OHD  •  kuh-HEES-oh
duh-REE-luh-pah.  •  nee-EESS-oh!  •  kuh-REEP  •  EEP  •  mee-KAH-luhts  •  AH-pah!
Eleventh Key

The mighty seat groaned aloud and there were seven thunders and the eagle spake and cried with a loud voice:
Come away from the house of death! And they gathered themselves together and became those of whom it is measured; The everlasting ones, who ride the whirlwinds. Come Away! For I have prepared a place for you. Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your Creation! Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer in glory and power exalted Of the Kingdom of the South.

Eleventh Key

Oxiayal holdo od zirom q coraxo od vabzir camliax
od bahal: Niiso salman teloch! Od par aldon od noan casarman holq; Gohed saga do zildar zong.
Niiso! Bagle abramg pi noncp. Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd lonsh londoh babage

Eleventh Key Pronunciation

ohk-see-AH-ee-ahl • HOH-luh-doh • OHD • ZEE-rohm • KUH
koh-RAHK-soh • OHD • VAH-buh-zee-ruh • kah-muh-LEE-ahks
OHD • bah-HAHL: • nee-EESS-oh • ZAH-luh-mahn • tay-LOH-kuh!
OHD • PAH-ruh • AH-luh-dohn • OHD • NOH-ahn • kuh-SAH-ruh-mahn
HOH-luh-kuh; • GOH-hud • ZAH-gah, • DOH • ZEE-luh-dahr • ZOHNJZH.
nee-EESS-oh! • BAH-guh-lay • ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh • PEE
NAH-nuh-kuh-puh. • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rahn!
OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh!
hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh
LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay
Oxiayal holdo od zirom q coraxo od vabzir camliax

Od bahal

Niiso salman teloch Od par aldon od noan casarman holq Gohed saga do zildar zong.

Niis o Bagle abramg pi noncp. Zacare ca od zamran Odo ci cle qaa Zorge Zir noco Hoath Satan bvfd lonsh londoh babage
Twelfth Key

O you that reign in heaven and are 3, the lanterns of sorrow
bind up your girdles and shall be as bucklers to the stooping
followers of Jehovah!
That Lord Satan may be magnified; whose name amongst you is wrath!
Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your creation!
Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer in glory and power exalted
of the Kingdom of the South.

Twelfth Key in Enochian

Nonci ds sonf madriax od chis d, hvbaio tibibp Allar atraah od trian
Ta loicis abai Fafen de iad!
Ar Satan ovo; soba dooain Aai i vonph! Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco!
Hoath Satan Bvfd lonsh londoh babage.

Twelfth Key Pronunciation

NOH-nuh-see • DAHSS • ZOH-nuhf • mah-duh-REE-ahks
OHD • kuh-HEES • DAH, • huh-vuh-BAH-ee-oh
tee-BEE-buhp • AH-luh-lahr • ah-tuh-RAH-ah • OHD
tuh-REE-ahn • TAH • LOH-luh-keez • ah-BAH-ee
FAH-fayn • DAY • ee-YAHD!
AH-ruh • SAY-TAN • OH-vohf; • ZOH-bah • doh-OH-ay-een
ah-AH-ee • EE • VOH-nuh-puh! • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD
ZAH-muh-rahm!
OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh!
hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh
bah-BAH-jzhay
Nonci ds sonf madriax od chis d hvbaio tibibp Alla
atraah od trian
Ta lolcis abai Fafen de iad
Ar Satan ovof
soba dooain A
ai i vonph Zacare ca od
zamran
Odo cicle qaa
Zorge
Zir noco
Hoath Satan Bvfd lonsh londoh babage.
Thirteenth Key English

O you swords of the South which have 42 eyes
to stir up the pleasures of sin, making men drunken; Behold!
The promise of Satan! And His power, which is called amongst
those in heaven, a bitter sting! Move therefore and show yourselves!
Open the mysteries of your creation! Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer
In glory and power exalted of the Kingdom of the South.

Thirteenth Key Enochian

Napeai babage ds brin vx ooaona lring qvasahi de doalim, eolis ollog
orsba; micma! Isro de Satan! Od tox lonshi, ds i vmd aai priaz
de madrix, grosb! Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd lonsh londoh babage.

Thirteenth Key Pronunciation

NAH-pay-AH-ee • bah-BAH-jhay • DAHSS • buh-REEN • VAHKS
oh-oh-AH-oh-nah • luh-REE-nuh-jhay • kuh-VAH-sah-hee • DAY • doh-AH-leem,
ee-OH-leess • OH-luh-lohjzh • OH-ruh-suh-bah; • MEE-kuh-mah!
EE-suh-roh • DAY • SAY-TAN! • OHD • TOHKS • LOH-ruh-suh-hee, • DAHSS
EE • VUH-MUHD • ah-AH-ee • puh-REE-ahts • DAY • mah-duh-REE-ahks,
guh-ROH-suhib! • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD • ZAH-ruh-rah!
OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh!
hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN • BUH-ruh-fuhd • LOH-ruh-suh • LOH-ruh-doh
bah-BAH-jhay
Fourteenth Key

O you Sons and Daughters of Satan, who sit upon 24 seats vexing he
Who sits on the holy throne in heaven. Behold! The voice of Satan!
The promise of Him who is called amongst you extreme justice!
Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your creation!
Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of
Satan/Lucifer in glory and power exalted of the Kingdom of the South

Fourteenth Key Enochian

Nore od pasbs de Satan, ds trint mirc ol thil dods
idoigo a madriax. Micma! Bial de Satan! Isro tox de
i vmd aai baltim! Zacare ca od zamran!
Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd Lonsh London Babage

Fourteenth Key Pronunciation

NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-bus • DAY • SAY-TAN, • DAHSS
tuh-REE-nuht • MEE-ruhk • OHL • tah-HEEL • DOH-duhs
ee-YAH-doh-EE-goh • AH • mah-duh-REE-ahks, • MEE-kuh-mah!
bee-AHL • DAY • SAY-TAN! • EE-suh-roh • TOHKS • DAY • EE
VUH-MUHD • ah-AH-ee • BAH-luh-tem! • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD
ZAH-muh-rahnl • OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jzhay!
ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuhsuh • LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay
Fifteenth Key English

O thou the governor of the first flame, beneath whose wings which weave the Earth with wrath: Which knowest and delivereth justice and truth. Prepare for the reign of Satan and His Kingdom on Earth! Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your creation!
Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same!
The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer in glory and power exalted of the Kingdom of the South.

Fifteenth Key Enochian

Ils tabaan l ialprt, orocha casarman vpaahi ds oado 
Caosgi vonph: ds omax od zonrensg baltim od vooan.
Abramg sonf de Satan od londoh mirc caosg!
Zacare ca od zamran! Odo cicle qaa! Zorge!
Zir noco! Hoath Satan Bvfd Lonsh Londoh Babage.

Fifteenth Key Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • TAH-bah-ahn • LUH • ee-AH-luh-puh-ruht, • oh-ROH-kuh-hah 
kah-SAH-ruh-mahn • vuah-pah-AH-ee • DAHSS • oh-AH-doh 
kah-OH-suh-juhnee • VOH-nuh-puh: • DAHSS • OH-mahks 
OHD • zoh-nuh-RAY-nuh-suhjzh • BAH-luh-teem • OHD • voh-Oh-ahn. 
ah-buh-RAH-muhjzh • ZOH-nuhf • DAY • SAY-TAN • OHD • LOH-nuh-doh 
MEE-ruhk • kah-OHSSK! • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rahhn! 
OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jzhhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh! 
hoh-AH-tuh-hah • SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh 
bah-BAH-jzhay
Sixteenth Key English

O thou of the second flame The Houses of Hell which hast their beginning in glory, Shalt comfort the just; who walkest on the earth with feet of fire; Mighty art Satan and his followers! Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your creation! Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer in glory and power exalted of the Kingdom of the South

Sixteenth Key Enochian

Il's viv malpigri salman de donasdogamatatastos ds acroodzi bvsd, blorax balit; ds insi caosg lusdan pvrgel; Micalzo chis Satan od fafen! Zacare ca od zamran! Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd Lonsh Londoh Babage

Sixteenth Key Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • VEEV • mah-luh-pee-REE-jhee • ZAH-luh-mahn • DAY DOH-nahss-doh-gah-MAH-tahss-tohss • DAHSS • ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee BUH-vuh-zuhd, • buh-lee-OH-rahks • bah-LEET; • DAHSS • EEN-SSEE kah-OHSSK • LUH-zuh-dahn • puh-vuh-ruh-JZHAYL; • mee-KAH-luh-zoh kuh-HEES • SAY-TAN • OHD • FAH-fayn! • zah-KAH-ray KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rahn! • OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh! • hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay
Seventeenth Key English

O thou third flame whose wings are thorns to stir up vexation in the kingdom of heaven. Who hast nine living lamps going before thee. Gird up thy loins and hearken! Move therefore and show yourselves! Open the mysteries of your Creation! Be friendly unto me! For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer In glory and power exalted of the Kingdom of the South

Seventeenth Key Enochian

Ils d ialprt soba vpaah chic nanba zixlay dodsih adohi de madriax. Ds brint em hvbaro tastax ilsi. Aldon dax od toatar! Zacare ca od zamran! Odo cicle qaa! zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd Lonsh Londoh Babage

Seventeenth Key Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • DAH • ee-AH-luh-puh-ruht • ZOH-bah • vuh-PAH-ah • kuh-HEES NAH-nuh-bah • zeeks-LAH-lee • doh-duh-SEE-huh • ah-DOH-hee DAY • mah-duh-REE-ahks. • DAHSS • bah-REEN-uh-tuh • AYM huh-vuh-BAH-roh • TAH-suh-tahks • EE-luh-ssee. • ah-luh-DOHN • DAHKS • OHD • toh-AH-tah-ruh! • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rahn! OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KAH-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jzhay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh! hoh-AH-tuh-hah • SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh • LOH-nuh-doh bah-BAH-jzhay
Eighteenth Key English

O thou mighty light and burning flame of comfort which unveileth the glory of Satan unto the center of the earth, in whom the great secrets of truth have their abiding that is called in thy kingdom Strength through joy and is not to be measured. Be thou a window of comfort unto me. Move therefore and appear!
Open the mysteries of your creation! Be friendly unto me!
For I am the servant of the same! The true worshipper of Satan/Lucifer in glory and power exalted of the Kingdom of the South.

Eighteenth Key Enochian

Ils micaolz olpirt od malprg bliore ds odo bvsd de Satan ovoars caosgo, casarmg micaolz cicles vooan brints Cafafam ds i vmd a q londoh vgear de moz od maoffas. Bop como bliort pambt. Zcare ca od zamran! Odo cicle qaa! Zorge! Zir noco! Hoath Satan bvfd Lonsh Londoh Babage

Eighteenth Key Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • mee-kah-OH-lihts • OH-luh-PEE-ruh-tuh • OHD
MAH-luh-puh-ruh-jzuh • buh-lee-OHR-ay • DAHSS • OH-doh • BUH-vuh-zuhd
DAY • SAY-TAN • oh-voh-AH-ruh-suh • kah-OHS-suh-goh • kah-SAH-ruh-muhjzh
mee-kah-OH-lihts • KEE-kuh-lays • voh-OH-ahn • buh-REE-ruh-tuhs
kah-fah-FAHM • DAHSS • EE • VUH-MUHD • AH • KUH
LOH-nuh-doh • vuh-GAY-aehr • DAY • MAHTS • OHD
mah-OH-fuh-fahss. • BOH-luhp • KOH-moh • buh-lee-OH-ruh-tuh
PAH-muh-buh-tuh. • zah-KAH-ray • KAH • OHD • ZAH-muh-rahn!
OH-doh • KEE-kuh-lay • KA-H-ah! • ZOR-ruh-jzay! • ZEE-ruh • NOH-koh!
hoh-AH-tuh-huh • SAY-TAN • BUH-vuh-fuhd • LOH-nuh-suh
LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzay
Nineteenth Key

O you Demons who dwell upon and are mighty governors of the earth, who execute the judgment of Satan! To you it is said: Behold the face of Satan, The beginning of comfort, whose eyes are the brightness of the stars; who provided you for the government of the Earth, and her variety, furnishing you with a power of understanding, to dispose all things according to the provision of he who reigneth on the Throne from Hell and rose up in the beginning, saying: The Earth, let her be governed by her parts. The course of her, let it run with pleasure, and as a handmaid let her serve Satan. One season, let it confound another; and let there be no creature upon or within her the same.

All her members, let them differ in their qualities; And let there be no one creature equal with another. The reasonable creatures of the Earth, let them vex and weed out one another; and the dwelling places. The works of the followers of Jehova and his pomp, let them be defaced.

The buildings of he who sits on the holy throne, let them become caves for the beasts of the field; their iniquities shall be known. For why? I regret their creation. O you sons and daughters of Satan, arise! Those in the kingdom of heaven, let them serve you. Govern those that govern; cast down such as fall; bring forth justice and destroy the rotten. No place let it remain in one number; add and diminish, until the stars be numbered. Arise, move! Appear before Satan! He has sworn unto us his justice; Open the Mysteries of your creation, and make us partakers of undefiled truth.

Nineteenth Key Enochian

Ils daemons ds praf od chis micaolz artabas de caosgo, ds fifis balzizras de Satan! Nonca gohvlim: micam adoian de Satan, acroodzi bliorb, soba ooaona chis luciftias aoiveae; das abraasa noncf netaaib caosgi, od tilb damploz, tooat noncf g micalz oma, Irasd tolgl marb yarry de tox bogpa oxiayal londoh babage od torzulp acroodzi, gohol: caosga, taboard saanir. Elzap tilb, parm gi qvasahi, od ta qvrlst booapis Satan. L nimb, ovcho symp; od christeos ag toltoir mirc q tiobl lel. Ton paombd, dilzmo aspian; od christeos ag I toltoir parach a symp. Cordziz dodpal od fifalz l smnad; od fargt, a va de fafen de Jehova od avavox, tonvg. Orsca de idigo, noasmi tabges levithmong; madrid trian oman. Bagle? Moooah qaan. Nore od pasbs de Satan, torzu! Priaz adoji de madriax, aboapri. Taboari Priaz ar tabas; adapan cors ta dobix; yolcam balit od qvasb qting. Ripir paoxt saga cor; vmld od prdzar, cacrg aoiveae cormp. Torzu, zacar! Zamran aspt Satan! Surzas tia baltan; odo cicle qaa, od ozazma plapli vooan.
Nineteenth Key Pronunciation

EE-luh-suh • DAY-mohns • Dahss • puh-RAHFF • OHD • kuh-HEES
mee-kah-OH-luhts • ah-ruh-TAH-bahss • DAY • kah-OHS-suh-goh, • DAHSS
FEE-feess • bah-luh-ZEE-zuh-rahs • DAY • SAY-TAN! • NOH-nuh-kah
goh-huh-vuh-LEEM: • mee-KAHM • ah-DOH-ee-ahn • DAY • SAY-TAN,
ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee • buh-lee-OH-ruhb, • ZOH-bah • oh-oh-AH-oh-nah
kuh-HEES • loo-SEEF-tee-ahs • ah-oh-EE-VEE-ah-ee; • DAHSS
ah-buh-RAH-AH-sah • NOH-nuh-kuhf • nay-tah-AH-eeb • kah-OHS-sah-jhee,
OHD • TEE-luhb • DAH-muh-puh-lohts, • toh-OH-aht • NOH-nuh-kuhf • GAH
mee-KAH-luhts • OH-mah, • luh-RAH-zuhd • TOH-luh-guh-loh • MAH-ruhb
YAH-ruh-ruh-ee • DAY • TOHKS • BOH-guh-pah • ahks-EE-ah-ee-ahl
LOH-nuh-doh • bah-BAH-jzhay • OHD • toh-ruh-ZOO-luhp
ah-kuh-ROH-ohd-zee, • goh-HOH-luh: • kuh-OHS-suh-gah, • tah-bah-OH-ruhd
zah-ah-NEE-ruh. • ay-luh-ZAHP • TEE-luhb, • PAH-ruhm • JZHEE
kuh-VAH-sah-hee, • OHD • TAH • KUH-vuh-ruh-luh-suh-tuh • boh-oh-ah-pees
SAY-TAN. • LUH • NEE-muhb, • OH-vuh-kuh-hoh • ZEE-muhp; • OHD
kuh-REE-suh-tay-ohs • AH-izh • LUH • toh-luh-TOH-ruhn • pah-RAH-kuh • AH
ZEE-muhp. kuh-ROH-ohd-zee, • DOH-duh-pahl • OHD • FEE-fah-luhz • LUH
suh-muh-NAHD; • OHD • FAH-ruh-guht, • AH • VAH-vuhl • DAY • FAH-fayn
DAY • jah-TOH-vah • OHD • ah-VAH-vohek • TOH-nuh-vuhjzh.
OH-ruh-suh-kah • DAY • EE-dee-goh, • noh-AH-suh-mee • tah-buh-JZHAY-suh
LAY-vee-tuh-huh-MOH-nuhjzh; • mah-duh-REEED • tah-REE-ahn • OH-mahn.
BAH-guh-lay? • moh-oh-oh-ah • KAH-HAN. • NOH-ray • OHD • PAHSS-uh-buhs
• DAY • SAY-TAN, • TOH-ruht-soo! • puh-REE-ahts • ah-DOH-hee • DAY
mah-duh-REE-ahks, • ah-ruh-AH-puh-ree. • tah-bah-OH-ree • puh-REE-ahts
AH-ruh • tah-BAHSS; • ah-duh-ruh-PAHN • KOH-ruhz • TAH • DOH-beeks;
ee-OH-luh-kahm • bah-LEET • OHD • kuh-VAH-suhb • kuh-TEE-nujzh.
REE-pee-ruh • pah-AH-ohks-tuh • ZAH-gah • KOH-ruh; • vuh-MAHL • OHD
puh-ruh-duh-ZAH-ruh, • KAH-kuh-rahjzh • ah-oh-EE-VEE-ah-ee • KOH-ruh-muhp.
TOH-ruht-soo, • ZAH-kahr! • ZAH-mah-rah • AH-suh-puh • SAY-TAN!
ZOO-ruh-jzhahs • TEE-ah • BAH-luh-tahn; • OH-doh • KEE-kah-lay
KAH-AH-AH, • OHD • oh-ZAH-tsuh-mah • puh-LAH-puh-lee • voh-OH-ahn.
MAKING A COMMITMENT TO SATAN

What happens when I make a formal commitment to Satan? Almost immediately, things start to get better. Satan looks out for you. Satan gives us an inner strength. We become very strong in spirit. Unlike right hand path religions, where adherents are forever praying and searching for their god, Satan comes to us on his own. Many times, we can feel him. He comes to comfort us when we get down, worried or are experiencing problems. He snaps us into line and directs us as to what we need to do to be focused and happy. Unlike the gods of the right hand path, Satan never turns his back on us in our time of need. In making a commitment, we engage in a formal ritual, this is done out of free will. We are making a choice, as opposed to being dragged off to some xian church, and reciting canned prayers in front of a bunch of idiots.

The initiation ritual is very personal; unless you decide to have friends participate, or are doing it as part of a group.

You will need:

- 1 or more black, blue or red candles (As many as you like)
- A sterilized needle or razor
- A piece of clean paper, large enough to write the prayer below
- A dry pen, where you sign your name in blood (dip the tip of the pen in your blood)

Write the following prayer:

BEFORE THE ALMIGHTY AND INEFFABLE GOD SATAN/LUCIFER AND IN THE PRESENCE OF ALL DEMONS OF HELL, WHO ARE THE TRUE AND THE ORIGINAL GODS, I, (state your full name) RENOUNCE ANY AND ALL PAST ALLEGIANCES. I RENOUNCE THE FALSE JUDEO/CHRISTIAN GOD JEHOVA, I RENOUNCE HIS WORTHLESS SON, JESUS CHRIST, I RENOUNCE HIS FOUL AND VILE HOLY SPIRIT.

I PROCLAIM THAT SATAN/LUCIFER IS MY ONE AND ONLY GOD. I PROMISE TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HIM IN ALL THINGS, WITHOUT RESERVATION, DESiring IN RETURN, HIS MANIFOLD ASSISTANCE IN THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF MY ENDEAVORS AND THE FULFILLMENT OF MY DESIRES.

It is important to bathe before any rituals you perform, this is done out of respect. When you are ready, you can light the candle. Take the needle, prick the index finger of your left hand, squeeze some blood out.

Sign your name in blood.

Recite the prayer either aloud or in your head

Fold the paper and let it burn in the fire of the candle. Many of us have stayed and meditated until the candle had burned itself out.

At the end of the ritual, close with the words:

"So mote it be," and a BIG "HAIL SATAN!!"